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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
 
The suddenness of earthquake that comes without warning seems to bring along 
unavoidable death, property damage and alter the socioeconomic functioning of the 
communities involved. Earthquake has caused the destructive of countless city and villages. 
This nature’s greatest hazards lead to thousands of people were lost their life, living 
homeless, thus results on adversely impact of country’s economy. The totally unexpected 
devastation that produces from earthquake may effect on failure of civil engineering 
structures. The command type of failure usually related on collapse of buildings, bridges, 
dams, as well as offshore facilities like fixed jacket platform and other structure. Moreover, 
basically almost all civil structure in Malaysia is design without considering effect from 
earthquake. 
 
In general, impact of the earthquake led to the phenomenon of ground failure, 
indirect effects and ground shaking. Ground failures commonly related to surface faulting, 
ground cracking, ground subsidence and landslide. The generating of earthquake is cause 
by 2 side of faults slip to one another. It is called surface faulting. The structure will be 
affected, damage, if it is lies across the surface fault. Soil that looses its support is tent to 
settle and directly being transported to a different location, called ground cracking. Other 
than that, earthquake will generate vibratory effect, results, the compaction of soil affecting 
the structure and settlement as well. This is ground subsidence phenomenon. Usually it 
occurs on loose and compressible soil but eventually ground subsidence phenomenon is not 
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giving more impact/failure to the structure. The soil will experience landslide if they are 
triggered by a strong earthquakes. The soil that originally stable will endure until its reach 
one ultimate point which is cause by shaking that generate by an earthquake and led to
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experience slope failure. The structure may damage by the landslide if the structure is 
located on top of that soil. (Roberto Villaverde, 2009). 
 
Therefore, with consistent and effective application of scientific and engineering 
principles and technique, at least the failure that cause by earthquake can be minimized. 
 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Generally Malaysia is not lies on the fault area of seismic zone and located at stable 
Sunda plate, but lately pressure on the continent is intensifying because the Australian, 
Eurasian and Philippine plates around us are moving and pushing into us. This 
phenomenon led to crack occur on the surface of the soil results on the relieve stress from 
the earthquake force (Professor Dr. Azlan Adnan, 2012). On 5
th
 of June 2015, Malaysian 
was shocked with a moment magnitude of 6.0 which lasted for 30 seconds of earthquake 
phenomenon occur at 14km from Ranau, Sabah. At least 18 people were killed, some 
injured, some hostels and rest houses damaged seriously and rock falls triggered on 
Gunung Kinabalu. About 23 schools and some other buildings damaged, water supply 
disrupted and discolored in the Kundasang-Ranau area. Felt (VI) at Kinarut and Ranau; (V) 
at Kota Belud; (IV) at Donggohgon, Kota Kinabalu, Kudat, Papar and Putatan; (II) at 
Beaufort. Also felt at Kapit, Keningau, Miri and Sandakan. Felt at Tarakan, Indonesia and 
at Bandar Seri Begawan and Bangar, Brunei. ("M6.0 - 12km WNW of Ranau, Malaysia". 
United States Geological Survey. 5 June 2015) 
 
